
Part 3: The Dark Energy

What is the dark energy?



http://www.wired.com/2008/12/dark-energy-ein/



How much dark energy?

www.hep.ucl.ac.uk

0.71

0.29
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Dark energy theory # 1



Vacuum is not just “nothing”!

In quantum physics a vacuum is not 

“nothing”. 

It is teeming with pairs of “virtual” particles 

and antiparticles that spontaneously appear 

and annihilate one another within a tiny 

fraction of a second.

http://hetdex.org/dark_energy/what_is_it/vacuum_energy.php

1. Empty space. 

2. Two particles suddenly appear. 

3. Particles ram together and 

annihilate each other. 

4. They leave ripples of energy 

through space



Why vacuum fluctuation do 
not violate the law of energy 
conservation?



Uncertainty principle

Why vacuum fluctuation do not violate 
the law of energy conservation?
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http://www-jlc.kek.jp/hep/hep-c8-e.html



Experimental confirmations that vacuum is not “empty”:
Quantum electrodynamics (QED) is a very well tested theory!

Lamb shift – shift of atomic energy levels is caused by interactions 

between vacuum fluctuations and atomic electrons. 

He

http://www.nat.vu.nl/~wimu/QED-Test.html



Casimir effect

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Casimir_effect

Casimir effect: a small 

attractive force that acts 

between two close 

parallel uncharged

conducting plates in a 

vacuum. It is due to quantum 

vacuum fluctuations of the 

electromagnetic field.



Casimir effect

http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/what-is-the-casimir-effec/

If we place two mirrors facing each other 

in a vacuum, some of the “vacuum 

fluctuation” electromagnetic waves will fit 

between them, bouncing back and forth, 

while others will not. 

As the two mirrors move closer to each other, the longer waves 

will no longer fit--the result being that the total amount of energy 

in the vacuum between the plates will be a bit less than the 

amount elsewhere in the vacuum. 

Thus, the mirrors will attract each other, just as two objects held 

together by a stretched spring will move together as the energy 

stored in the spring decreases. 



This “sea” of ephemeral particle pairs carries energy, and energy, just like 

mass, can produce gravity. 

Unlike mass, however, energy can create either an attractive or a 

repulsive gravity, depending on whether its pressure is positive or 

negative.

Vacuum can act as “repulsive gravity”



Wrong by 120 orders of magnitude!

When one naively attempts to sum up the 

energies over all the presumed quantum 

states associated with the sea of virtual 

particles and antiparticles in the vacuum of 

space, one obtains a value that is more 

than 120 orders of magnitude larger than 

the observed sum.

Problem with the vacuum energy being the dark energy

More sophisticated calculations:

From being wrong by 10120 to being wrong by 1055
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Dark energy theory # 2
Unknown field
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Dark energy theory # 3
There is no dark energy.

General relativity is wrong on the large scales

Problem: we can not come up with the other theory that is 

not conflicting with already known data.
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Dark energy theory # 4
There is no dark energy:

We live in a special place in the Universe



Dark energy theory # 4
There is no dark energy:

We live in a special place in the Universe



Scientific American 22, 58 (2013) 

There is no 
dark energy: 
we live in a 
cosmic void

We 
are 
here



What If Universe is Inhomogeneous

(not the same everywhere)?

Scientific American 22, 58 (2013) 



Scientific American 22, 58 (2013) 

We assume that Universe is homogeneous –
the same everywhere on a large scale

Void has the be close to the size of 

observable Universe – mostly ruled out.



Let me bring you up to speed... 

Summary of the current knowledge of what dark energy is:

Inspector Jacques Clouseau



Let me bring you up to speed... 
We know nothing. 
You are now up to speed.

Summary of the current knowledge of what dark energy is:

Inspector Jacques Clouseau
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Scientific American 290, 62-67 (2004) 
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Learn more 

about the 

transition point

to let more 

about the dark 

energy.



wwwae.ciemat.es

Need more data to learn more about the nature of dark energy!


